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 Skin Care Tips Summer skin care advice.
 Science Trivia to challenge your lab mates.
 New Cosmetic Patents: Recent findings in the cosmetic patent
literature.
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 Pet Corner; Don’t overlook that other member of the family during
the summer months.
 Birthdays in Science History: A glimpse back to birthdays and
landmark dates of our founding men and women that furthered
science.
 Interesting Articles: Reviewing recent postings in the cosmetic
literature.
 Molecule of the Month: Think you know organic chemistry, try
figuring out the molecule with the hints given (don’t cheat!).
 Advertiser Support: Those suppliers that support our chapter and
social events. Please do your best to give them your support.

Summer Skin Care tips
Okay, every summer we hear the same tips to shield your skin and hair from
damaging UV rays. Here non-traditional tips to take care of you and your
family.
 Don’t forget your feet! We have waited all winter to shed those wooly
socks, boots and leggings. The freedom of flip flops and sandals are great
but make sure you use a UV cream or lotion on the tops of your feet.
They are often forgotten when applying sunscreen to the bulk of your
body.
 Hydrate from within. Shedding clothes from those winter months exposes
your skin to environmental toxins and other unfamiliar skin/hair
exposures. Drinking lots of water hydrates your skin and flushes out
toxins.
 Throw way last year’s sunscreen. These products are expensive and very
tempting to use last year’s carryover. However, as chemists we know
that active ingredients can degrade over time. Gambling with a bad
sunburn for you or your children merits buying a new bottle of
protection.
 Minimize your make-up usage. If you intend to use make-up, apply a
face powder with a known SPF to protect your skin. Apply universally to
all exposed skin areas to prevent patchiness after a full day of sun
exposure.
 Exfoliate! Take advantage of your skin’s ability to shed skin cells to
make your skin glow. Grab a body scrub during showering and remove
those dead skin cells in the shower. Your skin will glow more during sun
exposure, and you will release that dull, dry winter skin.
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UPCOMING SCC Chapter Events
 Exposure to solar radiation and other factors result in free
radicals in the skin. Attend this New York Chapter symposium
to learn more about the intriguing science of antioxidants.
Tuesday, June 29th, 10:30 – 11:30 am CDT.
Antioxidant Symposium Registration
 “Cosmetic Café – QC #4- Safety and Regulations of Cosmetic
Packaging” As supported by the Quebec Chapter will be held
Tuesday, June 29 12:15 pm.
Cosmetic Cafe Registration #4
 “Navigating Buzzwords to Address Demand for Naturality”
Ontario Chapter, July 14th, 4:00 pm EST.
Buzzword Webinar Registration

Trivia (answers on next page)
What is the only planet that turns clockwise?
How much would a teaspoon of a neutron weigh?
Who was the first American woman in space?
How many earths would fit in the sun?
What planet completes one full rotation in just 10 hours?

Trivia Answers
 “Venus”, it flipped it’s axis 180 degrees at some point.
 “Six-billion tons” dense stuff!
 “Sally Ride” she was actually the third woman in space overall.
 “One million”
 “Jupiter” it completes this rotation in 9.8 earth hours.

Recent Cosmetic Patents
New developments in Cosmetic technology. All are
found at the USPTO.gov website.
Process for making a solid cosmetic
composition Comprised of vegetable butter where
gas bubbles are dispersed from 5 – 19% resulting
in a solid, non-edible cosmetic. Valuation set at
$2.5 Million. US10111826B2
Solid cosmetic composition comprising
luminescent zinc sulphide This modification of
bath bombs that produce effervescence adds the
visual glowing effect from the zinc sulphide. A
world patent was issued for this novel solid
cosmetic product. WO2021105666a1
Moldable cosmetic that can be pressed into
various shapes Containing corn starch, glycerin as
the base for the formulation. Utilized for shower
and bathing applications without the use of
preservatives. Can be manipulated into unique
shapes for children accepted usage. Valuation set
at $3.o Million. CA2869754C

Interesting Articles
Asia-Pacific Update Regional
Reforms: For those that are
developing products to export to the
Asia-Pacific markets, take note on
new reforms coming. South Korea
has introduced new raw material
testing certification and India has
implemented Cosmetic Rules 2020.
Asian Pacific Update
Skin Care Takes Center Stage in
Post-Pandemic Market Consumers
are shifting their skin care purchases
from the department stores that were
closed during the pandemic. Rather,
they are purchasing from
supermarkets and box retailers such
as Target. Read more Department
Store Purchasing Shifts

Pet Corner
Summer is here and we all enjoy the freedom that comes with being outside. Our pets do as well but don’t
disregard their safety while you are enjoying your lazy summer months. Here are a few tips to keep that other
family member safe.


Biting bugs. Not only to you like your lawn to look manicured and groomed in your neighborhood, but a
well mowed lawn also reduces the number of ticks hiding in the turf. Chemicals are a great way to control
fleas, ticks chiggers and other nuisance insects. Newer insecticides have been developed with reducing
toxicity to mammals. Rates for older insecticides have been adjusted to still control insects and at the
same time, reduce your family’s exposure. Always read the label statement for the proper usage of
insecticides.



Sunscreen. Just like us, many breeds of dogs require the use of sunscreens to prevent skin damage.
Short hair breeds or fine haired dogs should use a spray or mist on application of a sunscreen with the
highest possible SPF values. The summer months of July and August typically result in more incidents of
horse skin damage. Do not overlook your equine pets and provide temporary shelter or permanent
barns/stalls for them to seek shelter in the mid-part of the day.



Water. This category covered several aspects of summer safety for your pets. If you are taking your pet
to the beach, pack a bowl and plenty of bottled water so they can drink as needed. With outside dining
and bars and inner-city acceptance of having pets during dining, bring a portable bowl you can set out
while you enjoy dinner and conversation.



Allergies Just like you, that pollen can cause skin and eye reactions with your pets. If you see red spots
on the skin or constant sneezing, see a veterinarian for medication.

Support our St. Louis SCC
Sponsors!

More Interesting Articles
Cosmetics Study Prompts Legislation to
ban PFAs: A recent publication surveyed
231 cosmetics and revealed the presence of
high levels of PFAs. These included lip,
eyebrow, mascaras, foundation, and face
products. The data was collected from
gamma-ray emission (PIGE) analysis with
foundation and mascara products found to
have the highest total fluorine
concentrations.
PFAs are per- and polyfluoroalkyl
substances that are very persistent in the
environment. They are added to cosmetic
products to increase the durability and water
resistance. They are often added to
cosmetics for product claims such as
“water-resistant” or “long-lasting”. Read
more at PFAs in Cosmetic Products

My Favorite Movie Riddle
When asked what my favorite movie is, I promptly replied as:
“Indium Cerium Platinum Iodine Oxygen Nitrogen”. After you review my
response, you quickly come back with a great science fiction movie. What is
the movie?
Answer Below

Answer:

What Molecule am I?
Hints: I absorb strongly
at ~370 nm and am
often formulated in
lotions. Don’t see me
much around the winter
months but I try to make
my appearance at beaches, pools and those that work in the direct sun.
Answer below.
RELATED MEETINGS - 2021

 Midwest Regional ACS (American Chemical Society: October 20 – 22, 2021. This
event is being held in Springfield, Missouri at the University Plaza Hotel.
 AOAC: August 27 – September 2, 2021. Meeting and Exposition held at
Sheraton Boston Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts.

Answer - What Molecule am I?
Avobenzone- Introduced in the 1990s it is a
common molecule used in sunscreens. It is
very oil soluble and must be emulsified into
water-based cosmetic products. Unlike
other sunscreens, it protects from UVB and UVA rays
that can cause premature aging and skin cancer.

If you are an ACS (American Chemical Society)
Member, you can now take advantage of LinkedIn
Learning.
https://connect.discoveracs.org/linkedin-learning-opt-in

Regional SCC Events
St. Louis SCC Activites are
going LIVE!
We are planning on in-person
meetings with our September
Symposium!

>Annual Technical Symposium September 17th.
Topics include formulating for the pet care grooming
industry, a “fun” topic to be announced and a
regulatory talk, plus more.
>Installation of Officers/Holiday Party November
18th.

Society of Cosmetic
Chemists
St. Louis Chapter

Birthdays and Landmarks in Science History
We all love science and appreciate the effort many before us have contributed to where
we are today. Here as some scientists that were born and landmarks in the summer
months.

June
1866 Charles Davenport, American biologist who pioneered new
taxonomy standards.
1907 Frank Whittle, English aviation inventor of the jet engine.
1917 William Standish Knowles, American chemist that developed
pharmaceutical compounds. He was awarded the Nobel prize in 2001.
1957 Jeff Hawkins, American who invented the Palm Pilot and Treo.
July
1796 First smallpox vaccination by Edward Jenner.
1969 Neil Armstrong walks on the moon on July 20 th. Everyone
remembers where they were on this date.
1952 The trademark for Silly Putty was officially registered. This was a
big month; the roar of the MGM lion and the shape of the Coca-Cola
bottle were also trademarked.
1933 William Coolidge obtained a patent for the X-ray tube, popularly
called the Coolidge tube.

